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9 Things You Can Do to Reduce Stigma
By Carmen D

According to the
American Psychiatric
Association (APA),
“More than half of people with mental illness
don't receive help for
their disorders. That's
because stigma, prejudice, and discrimination
against people with mental illness are still very
much a problem.”
There are a lot of
movies that portray mental health diagnosis in a
negative light. For example, The Joker, Split,
and even Silver
Lining’s Playbook all
show mental health
diagnoses in detrimental,
violent, and overly dramatic ways. Viewing
these movies can promote
a biased and incomplete
worldview of those with
mental health diagnoses.
Cultures, religions,
and even some recovery
programs can also lead to
stigma. We can start to
see ourselves in a stigmatized way based on these
factors.
According to the
APA, effects can include:
 Reduced hope
 Lower self-esteem
 Increased psychiatric
symptoms

tudes and behaviors.
3. . Choose your words
carefully. Be conscious of the language
you are using. For example, use “mental
health diagnosis” instead of “mental illness” and don’t throw
around mental health
terms like “OCD” and
crazy.”
4. Educate others about
mental health diagnoses. Check out http://
www.hearingvoicesus
a.org/ and https://
Photo by Jill R
www.dbsalliance.org/
5. Choose empowerment
over shame by focusing on the positive.
 Difficulties with so6. Support people with
cial relationships
mental health diagno Reduced likelihood of
ses by supporting
staying with treatment
mental health organi More difficulties at
zations and events
work
7. Include everyone in
activities whether or
According to camh.ca and
not they have a diagnami.org, there are nine
nosis.
things you can do to re8.
Respect a mental
duce stigma:
health diagnosis the
same as a physical
1. Know the facts. Eduhealth diagnosis.
cate yourself about
9. Let the media know
mental health diagnowhen they are stigmases including subtizing mental health
stance abuse disordiagnoses.
ders.
2. Be aware of your atti-
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Positive Affirmations by Carmen D
Affirmations are
sentences we say to
ourselves to get us in
a positive mood. For
example, “I am
loved,” “I am worthy,” “I am creative,”
“I am strong,” “I am
doing my best,” and
“Today is gonna be a
great day.”
Here are some
powerful affirmations
to calm stress and
anxiety: “Today, I
will not stress things I
cannot control,” “I am
strong and I can get
through this,” “I believe in myself,” “I
release any doubts and
fears,” and “I am separate from the voice
of anxiety and stress.”
Saying some of
these affirmations can
help you have a better
day.
Here are some
apps to get you in the
habit:








ThinkUp lets you
record your own
voice.
Kwippy sends you
challenges, like taking a picture of
something in your
environment.
Shine is a service
that text messages
you affirmations.
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guided meditations.


Louise Hay Affirmation Meditation
has affirmations
and meditations.



Bmindful had an
enormous list of
affirmations.



Instar Affirmation
Writer is an app for
those who want to
write their own affirmations.



Grateful is an app
that gives you gratitude prompts for
journaling.

SmilingMind has
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Calm is more of a
meditation app to
replace negative
thoughts.

So try one today to
help you with more
positive self-talk or
make up your own affirmations.
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AWARENESS
The Truth About Long-Acting Injections
by Cindy T
What is a long-acting injection? Simply put it is a
type of medication where the
injection has a consistent
amount of medication that
lasts for four to six weeks in
the body. According to my
nurse practitioner, Chantal
Flanagan, I’ve been on my
current long-acting injection
for almost three years now.
Before that, I was never consistent at taking my pills, and
if I had a good day, I would
never thank my medicine for
it because the days were so
few and far between that it
had to be a fluke. Back when
I was 22, my medical providers suggested long-acting injections instead of pills. To be
honest, the idea scared me. In
my old opinion, people who
got the injection were people
who needed a higher level of
care and I didn’t need that
care. I was just fine, I just
needed to remember to take
my pills and never miss a dosage (which, by the way, never
happened). Another seven
years passed and I wasn’t
consistent on my medication.
Bad days became the norm
and I blamed my meds for not
working. Several med changes later the idea was floated
around again. This time I did
consider it.
So why did my opinion
change? What made the idea
less scary? Well for starters, I
wanted to go back to school,
and in a school setting, everything had to fit around that

schedule. Also, having experienced manic and depressive
episodes while going to
school, I knew it wouldn’t
help me to pass my classes. It
made good sense for me to
take long-acting injections,
and even though I did hate it
in the beginning (needles
were not my friend) I was
able to persevere through it to
finally have those good days
and have them so consistently
that bad days are now the
fluke.

not have to.
The Bad News:
Shots do hurt however, it's
not so bad. You get used to it.

The Facts According to
Nurse Practitioner, Chantal
Flanagan:

1. Having a consistent dosage means you are free to
pursue your life as you
choose.

1. The dosage is usually
about the same. Multiply
your current dosage by 46 weeks and it averages
out the same as taking a
pill. Sometimes pills
wear off during the day
whereas an injection can
wear off a few days before
the next injection because
the absorption and metabolization is different.

2. Fewer pills mean less responsibility to take them
each day.

2. People getting long-acting
injections don’t have to
get extra blood draws.

The Good News:

3. Lots of medications offer
this as an option. Check
with your doctor if you’re
curious.
4. It's about having a consistent dosage, not about a
personal judgment on you.
If your doctor suggests
you go on a long-acting
injection, they are just trying to help. There is no
wrong way to have your
diagnosis or how to manage it.
5. It's for people who are
comfortable on their dosage and just have trouble
consistently taking pills or
would like the freedom to
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If you are given the option
to take a long-acting injection,
your doctor will first want
you to be stable on your medication, and not experience
any side-effects before asking
you. This is because they
want you to be feeling stable
and have everything work
well for you.
This might not be for you,
especially if you're changing
meds often. This just means
you haven’t found what
works for you yet. Talk to
your doctor, ask them questions, and advocate for what
works for you!
May 2021
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Member Spotlight: Seiji by Ellen F
at UC Santa Cruz. I was
like number 260 in high
school, but I was not sober during that time: I
drank alcohol and smoked
marijuana. I had five
mental health hospitalizations in Los Angeles from
1998-2004. My sister got
married February 29,
2020. Her wedding was a
blast.
E: Do you have any hobbies or anything you
would like to learn in
the future?
S: I have a list of songs I
would like to learn and
sing that includes Caro
Photo Courtesy of Seiji S
Mio Ben, Getting to Know
You by Bing Crosby, Take Me
Home Country Road by John
Ellen: Where did you grow
Denver, A ny Dream W ill Do
up and do you have any sib- by Andrew Lloyd Webber,
lings?
and Last Kiss by Wayne
Seiji: I gr ew up in
Cochran.
Claremont, CA, the most
I collect Duchess Meghan
eastern city in Los Angeles
and Prince Harry coins, MarCounty. I gave the comtin Luther King, Jr. coins,
mencement speech for my
Elvis Presley stamps, and silhigh school graduation cerever coins. I want to lift
mony in 1995 on the Pomona
weights, ride a Cannondale
Pitzer Football Field (part of
bicycle, and workout with a
the four private colleges that
college or semi-professional
make up Claremont). As a
soccer club.
child, I used to get citations
I wish I could golf, surf, tie a
for skateboarding at the
tie, and tack a horse saddle.
Claremont Colleges. I have
one sister who is 48 and a
E:What’s your favorite…
Special Education teacher in
E: Activity or area to visit
Oakland, CA. She is beautiin San Diego?
ful. In high school she was
S: I like beaches. I used to
Homecoming Princess. We
bodyboard but I couldn’t belboth played soccer. She was
ly spin.
ranked 7th in her 1990 high
E: Type of food and restauschool class and then rerant?
ceived her Bachelors’ Degree S: For birthdays and celebra-
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tions, I like prime rib au jus,
Yorkshire pudding and potatoes au gratin.
E: Author or book title?
S: I used to read the
Protestant Christian Bible
daily before I became mentally ill. Now I like Catholic
prayers and Escondido Clubhouse affirmations.
E: Musician or group
S: Pear l J am. I saw them
live at the Oakland Coliseum
with the Rolling Stones in
1998. The concert was called
Bridges to Babylon.
E: Artist
S: I am in awe of Escondido
Clubhouse artists. “If you
can’t talk, and can’t write,
express yourself through art.”
E: Actor and Actress
S: Har r ison For d and J ack
Nicholson.
E: Movie and TV show
S: One W ho Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest and Top Gun.
As a child, W W F with Hulk
Hogan, Gilligan’s Island,
This Week in Baseball, and
The A-Team.
E: Sports figure or team
S: Pr ofessional and college
sports teams from Los Angeles, the San Diego Padres,
and Tiger Woods.
E: When did you start attending Clubhouse groups?
Which ones would you recommend and why? Do you
enjoy writing for our Newsletter? Do you have any
suggestions for future clubhouse groups or activities?
S: I r eally like telephone
groups. I think the Escondido
Clubhouse telephone groups
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started around March 2020.
My first opinion was that Lily
B had a good self-esteem
group and she impressed me
with her leadership skills. I enjoy the courses with Laura
White. We get to express ourselves and have a way of telling about who we are in
groups, which also are good
for describing our personalities
for jobs (Job Connections).
Recently, I thought Escondido
Lileigh led a really good em-

ployment talk. I cannot say
the-Pooh knows my problems.
enough about Jill and the
I think the Newsroom is like
Newsroom. I remember Jill
group therapy only creative,
reading W innie-the-Pooh for abstractly and a good way to
Book Club. Far out! (My
capture our mental healing.
roommate Kevin’s favorite cliché). I have legal worries and Thank you very much for
bad behavior and anger I can- agreeing to this interview and
not handle and she reads Win- sharing your world with us.
nie-the-Pooh. How we could
treat our inner child perfectly,
and although I already have a
soft-side, I have Winnie-thePooh as a witness, and Winnie-

Staff Spotlight: Lisa N
by Chris L

Chris L: Tell me about
yourself.
Lisa N: I have lived in California my whole life. I have
two dogs and ten nieces and
nephews. I love helping others and I have helped people
in hospitals since I was six
years old. I also love gardening, the Padres baseball team,
and nature.
C: Where do you see yourself in five years?
L: I see myself as a licensed
social worker or an adoption
social work and youth advocate. My main goal is to advocate for youths and animals.
C: What is your favorite
food?
L: Tacos! I can’t imagine
my life without tacos!
C: Do you have any pets?

L: An 11-year-old beagle and
golden retriever mix named
Brownie and also Dudley, a
schnauzer who is going deaf.
C: What’s your favorite
joke?
L: What did the sweet potato say to the russet potato? I
yam, what I yam.
C: What’s your favorite
hobby?
L: Gar dening and swimming; I have a pool at my
house.

C: How many years have
you worked at StrengthBased Case Management
(SBCM)?
L: One and a half year s but
I’ve worked in mental health
for ten years.

Photo Courtesy of Lisa N

L: A Nor th County pr ogram and worked as a Wraparound clinician

C: Where did you work before SBCM?
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A Conversation with Kelly Grimes by Cindy T

Photo Courtesy of Kelly Grimes

Kelley Grimes is an author, public speaker, counselor, and founder of Cultivating Peace and Joy, a company that empowers through
the process of “selfnurturing,” a term coined in
her book The A rt of SelfNurturing a Field Guide to
Living With More Peace,
Joy, and Meaning. She is also the director of community
engagement of Leap to Success. I was able to talk with
her about joy, peace, and
building resiliency.
“Self-nurturing has been a
personal transformative journey,” says Kelley, “because I
have raised a daughter who
has chronic health challenges. Since so much of my attention was spent caring for
Escondido Clubhouse Clubhouse Connect

her, I got to a point where I
was completely overwhelmed and exhausted. I
felt a deep sense of despair
and hopelessness because
she continued to struggle,
and there wasn’t anything I
could do to change that. The
more I tried, the more I focused on her, the more I focused on what was outside of
myself, the less connected I
felt to what I needed.” Kelley explained that at least a
decade ago she got to a point
where she was feeling very
dispirited; her daughter’s
chronic health challenges
began to take their toll on her
and her family.
“I had a sense that it was
joy, and that I had to choose

6

joy and start practices where
I was inviting in joy all the
time to counterbalance this
profound sense of overwhelm that I had...I think the
biggest thing is that I started
to feel more hope and I noticed that as I nurtured myself I was getting to know
myself more.”
“How do you choose joy?” I
asked.
“One of the things I did
was that I just researched
everything! So when I recognized it was about joy, I
asked, ‘What brings me joy?’
I started in a concrete way by
creating a list; I had a joy
list. When you're depressed
and you have tremendous
grief and despair, joy feels
May 2021
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like a betrayal of grief. But I
see joy as the balance, it’s the
antidote. It didn't mean that I
wasn't grieving about what
my daughter was doing, but
it gave me another perspective to bring in because it
gave me complexity. Life is
way more complex than being all or nothing… I think
it’s Shay W. Nowen who has
a quote that ‘Joy is a choice
and we choose it every day.’
I framed it as a choice, unlike
when we think of happiness
as something that’s supposed
to make us happy. Choosing
something to be joyful about-that’s empowering. I have
the power to shift what I'm
doing.”
Then I asked her about having a sense of curiosity and
non-judgment in her work
with Leap to Confidence and
her book. “What about it
speaks to you?”
“That comes from my practice of mindfulness,” Kelley
explained. “The idea of
mindfulness is bringing in a
spirit of curiosity and nonjudgment to yourself; it is the
essence of how we learn and
grow! Being curious about
ourselves and our world
moves us out of judgment.
And when we are growing-when we are stretching outside our comfort zone, when
we are moving towards owning our value and worth and
recognizing the gifts that we
bring to the world--if we stay
in a place of curiosity, we
usually stay away from
shame. Shame is very much
grounded in a feeling that
there is something wrong
with us and judgment comes

out of that. So when I invite
people to be intentional, to
become intentionally curious
and non-judgmental, it is almost a release of the hold
that shame has on us and into
the possibility that we can be
empowered and live the life
that we want to live.” Kelley
continued, “I've worked with
folks with trauma for 30
years and had my own trauma. Shame seems to be what
keeps us stuck in old patterns
and ways of understanding
ourselves. The minute we
invite curiosity in and we intentionally choose not to
judge ourselves and bring
compassion, we can hold it
all,” meaning we can hold
the negative emotions with
the good ones, the good being more robust than the negative.
“Why did you decide to
dedicate your time to helping
women?” I asked.
“When I was very young
I had quite a few experiences
with being victimized as a
woman with domestic violence and also sexual abuse,
so I was healing and growing
from that early in my college
career. I became very dedicated to empowering women.
I see that as a powerful tool
to transform the world because, when women feel empowered and know their values and worth, that is what
they hold up and celebrate
and encourage out in the
world. I’m just deeply inspired by women. I was
drawn into women’s studies
and working for domestic
violence shelters, and that
grew.” Kelley explained,
“One of my early jobs was
working with substance-
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abusing pregnant women,
and every single one of them
was abused--abused by domestic violence or as a child-and I see this as such a core
pain of our culture. On top of
that, there’s racism and all
these other things as well.
It’s important to me to see
the interlocking systems of
oppression, and one of those
pieces is the impact on women.”
Kelley had written blogs and
had been a part of three collaborative books Creating
Joy, Opening Up to Gratitude and Grace, and Shine.
Eventually, her publisher
nudged her towards writing
her own book.
“Where did you get your
inspiration to write your
book?” I asked
“I had a vision of this
book for ten years. As I started to do these workshops I
started to see these wonderful
positive impacts of what I
was doing. I was also writing
a lot.”
I asked her, “What lessons have you learned from
women who are committed
to empowering themselves?”
“I have learned that
women are incredibly resilient, that when women come
together and support each
other there is so much more
growth, rapid healing, and
transformation. Over the last
ten years, there has been a
total paradigm shift from
women seeing themselves in
competition to wanting the
best for each other.”
For more information on
Leap To Success, visit
www.leaptosuccess.org
May 2021
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What Does the Club
“For me, it's a support system where people
gather around for support and connection.”
—Stanley W

“The clubhouse means hope. To work on support
and recovery, it's a safe place to come as you are and
to be a part of something larger.”
—Lily B

“You can be who you are without someone judging you.”
—Chris L

"Knowing others have mental illnesses and I'm not alone."
—Bernard C

Photo by Photo by John Finkelstein from Pexels
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bhouse Mean to You?
“The clubhouse means friends, fun, and
learning.”
—David D

“It's a place where we can work together and work on
our disabilities.”
—Rich A

“It’s a safe place where I can learn new things.”
—Carmen D

"Socialization, meeting new people, making friends, and learning from other people."
—Ken B
"Camaraderie"
—Kathy S

Escondido Clubhouse Clubhouse Connect
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Ways to Survive Mother’s Day
without Your Mom
by Ellen F and Cindy T

Mother's Day is a day to
celebrate moms everywhere
but when your special person
is no longer around it can be
difficult to cope with your
feelings. Instead of dwelling
on your negative thoughts and
what you have lost, try embracing your wonderful memories and those around you.
Here are some ways to survive
Mother’s Day without your
mom. These tips will work for
Father's Day or other holidays
without that special person
.
First things first, try to
acknowledge the feelings you
have before attempting to
change or alter them. When
my mother died I wanted to
feel anything but the enormous
weight of the grief that I was
holding on to; much of it was

Mother's Day
Memor ies
Of my lost mom br ings
Tear s to my eyes
Her spir it lives on in me
Each and ever y day, I
Remember all of our
Spectacular adventur es and
Dr eam of seeing her
Another day and
Year n to hug her one mor e
time

—Ellen F

Escondido Clubhouse Clubhouse Connect

directed into what I wished
would have or should have
happened. This is a common
stage called bargaining. Now
that I have more clarity in my
emotions and time from when
I lost her, I realize that I needed to process and recognize
my feelings, not to be mired in
them, but to be able to move
on.
Try to avoid known triggers. If something is upsetting
to you and you know it won't
be helpful in celebrating the
life of your deceased loved
one, then stop what you are
doing and give yourself a
break. Death is a trauma: we
can only heal ourselves from it
with time, and the timeline for
grief is different for everyone.
Sometimes watching a film or
being out in the world can trigger your grief. I remember one
time I was watching the film
Over the Moon on Netflix and
had to stop because the relationship with the mother reminded me too much of my
own family dynamics and I
began crying. Crying may be
cathartic for you, but for me at
that moment, it was not.
After acknowledging your
feelings and avoiding triggers,
you then can focus on remembering your loved one. Remember the good moments,
remember the times that they
comforted you when you were
scared or alone, the times
when they taught you lessons
that you still use today, and the
times that they celebrated you
for your accomplishments big
or small, they were there.
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Some ways of remembering
them would be to:
Paint or draw a picture of

something they love
Write poetry about your deceased loved one
Read poems related to moms
or other deceased loved ones
Journal about your memories
of them
Look through photo albums
or photos on your phone
Visit the cemetery and bring/
send flowers
Plant a tree in their memory
Call your relatives
Watch home movies
Read affirmations
Visit a church or light a candle at home
Watch their favorite movie or
TV show
Read their favorite book
Do their favorite activity
Visit their favorite place
Go to the beach with their
favorite flower and send it to
them via the ocean
Cook their favorite meal or
dessert
Go to their favorite restaurant
Wear their favorite color
Meditate
Go on a walk
Another way to enjoy
Mother's Day is to celebrate
other mothers you may already
know and appreciate. Your
mentors, friends, and family
members may also be moms;
try to do something nice for
them. For example, you can
make cupcakes or send greeting cards, send out a nice text
on Mother's Day, take them
out to lunch, make them a nice
meal, or make them something
May 2021

PET OF THE MONTH
artistic or crafty. You can also do
something for them like run an
errand, help in the garden, do
chores, babysit for them, or go for
the old standby and give them
flowers or a plant.
The ways of celebrating are
endless!
If you find yourself to be overwhelmed with grief and unable to

cope with your day to day then try that helps in support of those who
talking with a therapist or spiritual grieve
advisor. Many are well-versed in
Books on the loss of a mother:
grief therapy techniques.
Motherless Daughters by
Elizabeth Hospice Grief SupHope Edelman
port (833) 349-2054
Healing After the Loss of
Your Mother: A Grief and Comhttps://www.griefshare.org/ fort Manual by Elaine Mallon
is a Christian organization

Pet of the Month: EJ by Yvonne G
I have been blessed with this little dog
EJ, a Yorkie Poo. His name is abbreviated
for his grand-dog-father Edward James. I
needed an emotional support animal for mental health reasons and comfort for the recent
loss of my husband. EJ gives me much love,
many kisses and cuddles. His interests include shadowing me around the house, napping, taking long walks, and chasing unsuspecting cats and lizards. He needed someone
to give him all the attention that he needs because he has doggy ADHD. He gives me unconditional love and is never upset with me,
plus he's so cute.
Thank you for featuring him in this month's
newsletter.
Much love to all,
EJ and Yvonne
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Physical and Mental Health by Carmen D
two should not be thought of
as separate. Poor physical
health can lead to mental illness as well. The mind affects the body and the body
affects the mind.
Member Chris L recently
suffered from a broken wrist.
According to Chris, it resulted in her experiencing worse
mental health than usual.
“My wrist is bumming me
out a lot,” she said. Sometimes she forgets her hand is
hurt and then she uses it.
Photo by Karolina Grabowska from “Then it really hurts.” She
Pexels worries that the specialist
will have to re-break her
wrist. She hopes the emerSome of us are dealing
gency room doctor set it corwith physical illnesses in adrectly. She also has chronic
dition to our mental health
back pain where a disc is aldiagnoses so I wanted to
most touching a nerve and
write a little about it. Acsays the pain makes her sad
cording to ontario.cmha.ca,
and upset, but acknowledges
"Some chronic physical conthe pain and moves on.
ditions can cause high blood
sugar levels and disrupt the
circulation of blood, which
According to Christine
can impact brain function."
Miserandino on http://
A chronic illness diagnosis
www.butyoudontlooksick.co
can cause sadness and frusm/, “Most people start the
tration which can lead to
day with an unlimited
anxiety and depression. I suf- amount of possibilities, and
fer from Hashimoto’s Autoenergy to do whatever they
immune Thyroid Disorder,
desire, especially young peotherefore I have chronic pain
ple. For the most part, they
and/or fatigue. Sometimes
do not need to worry about
this leads to my depression
the effects of their actions.”
as I am not able to do the
She goes on to explain that
things I need to do.
having a chronic illness is
like having a set of spoons
When considering physieach day and you use a
cal and mental illness the
spoon when you expend en-
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ergy. When you’re out of
spoons, you’ve overextended yourself and you
end up with pain and fatigue.
Spoon theory can also be applied to people with mental
health challenges. Therefore,
those people with a physical
chronic illness and a mental
health disorder will have
even fewer spoons. Some
days I overdo it physically, I
have exerted all my energy,
or I have spent all of my
spoons, and other days I only
use some of my spoons; it is
a balancing act.

To Take Care of Your
Mental Health:
1. Talk about your feelings,
which can help you
maintain good mental
health and deal with difficult times.
2. Exercise to help your
body feel good.
3. Eat right so your body
will be strong.
4. Hydrate.
5. Keep connected with others.
6. Ask for help when you
need it.
7. Take a break.
8. Do hobbies you love.
9. Accept who you are and
move on.
10. Care for others as you
want to be treated, it will
get your mind off your
problems.
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BOUNDRAIES
KNITTING
FRIENDS
EDUCATION
SLEEP
MEDITATION
READING
COLORING
THERAPY
ART
DANCE
HEATHYEATING
EMPOWERMENT
YOGA
DRIVING
HIKING
BOARDGAMES
HOPE

Padres Home
Schedule for June

JOKES

by Carmen D
What is the best smelling insect?
Deodorant.
—Lily B

6/3 vs NYM 7:10pm
6/4 vs NYM 7:10pm
6/5 vs NYM 7:10pm
6/6 vs NYM 1:10pm
6/7 vs CHC 7:10pm
6/8 vs CHC 7:10pm
6/9 vs CHC 1:10pm
6/17 vs Cin 7:10pm
6/18 vs Cin 7:10pm
6/19 vs Cin 4:15pm
6/20 vs Cin 1:10pm
6/21 vs LAD 7:10pm
6/22 vs LAD 7:10pm
6/23 vs LAD 7:10pm
6/25 vs Ari 7:10pm
6/26 vs Ari 7:10pm
6/27 vs Ari 1:10pm

Did you hear about the mathematician who's afraid of negative numbers?
He'll stop at nothing to avoid them.
—Stanley W
What do you call Batman when he
skips church?
Christian Bale.
—Kayleigh M
What kind of tree fits in your hand?
Palm tree.
—Lileigh W

Escondido Clubhouse Clubhouse Connect
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POETRY & LYRICS

Grief Haiku

MENTAL
HEALTH
RECOVERY

Grief is the word now
Learning to thrive is so hard
Hopefully, time heals all.

—Ellen F

May has ar r ived and

Ever ything is in bloom but
Never a day goes by without
Thinking about the stigma of having

In Case
of
Emergency

A mental illness while
Lear ning how to cope with
Having feelings of gr ief and
Editing what I say to
Assur e those that

People used to call me crazy
Like I'm just one in a million
But sufferings not for me alone
It reaches all the billions

Love me
That I am doing okay, when in r eality
my

We transverse the turbulence
Seeking escape
When the brain becomes broken
We apply masking tape

Hear t is longing for those in heaven
Really
Ever yday is a

We must choose to keep steady
Love ourselves with no mask
It takes a strong person
So next time they ask

Challenge to
Over come the
Ver y difficult

If you've ever been crazy
In the mind like no other
Please take off your mask
And rescue your brother

Emotions that
Render my mind numb with gr ief
Year after year .

Escondido Clubhouse Clubhouse Connect

—Ellen F

—David D & Dan K
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ART

Photo by Carmen D

Photo by David D

Photo by Carmen D

Photo by Carmen D

Photo by Carmen D

Escondido Clubhouse Clubhouse Connect

Photo by Carmen D
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EVENTS & RESOURCES
Distance Groups

Disposal of Pills

Please contact the clubhouse
for call in information
Escondido: (760) 737-7125
Mariposa: (760) 439-2785
All groups are open to members of both
Escondido and Mariposa Clubhouses

by Carmen D

If you have extra pills or medications that you
are no longer using, don't flush them! You can
drop them off at the Escondido Police Department at 1163 Centre City Parkway, Escondido
92026. You go into the lobby, pick up the
phone, and tell them you are there to drop off
medication for disposal. You can also dispose
of vitamins or pet medications.
Their phone number is (760) 839-4722. Their
business hours are Monday through Friday
8am to 4:30pm.
Proper disposal of used sharps (needles) is
done by dropping them off at Escondido Disposal located at 1044 West Washington Ave in
Escondido. NOTE: All needles must be in a
sealed clear container.
Escondido Disposal Office Hours are Monday
through Friday from 8am - 5pm, Saturday by
Appointment only.
(760) 745-3203 escondidodisposal.com

DAILY
8:30am Coffee and Chat (Mariposa)
10am Community Meeting (Escondido)
MONDAY
9am Momentum Mondays (Mariposa)
11am Gratitude (Mariposa)
12pm Life Skills (Escondido)
2pm Job Connections (Mariposa)
2pm Nutrition Group (Mariposa)
2:30pm Mindfulness Monday( Escondido)
TUESDAY
11am Women’s Group (Escondido)
11am Men’s Group (Mariposa)
12pm Newsroom (Escondido)
1pm Self-Esteem (Mariposa)
2pm Employment Talk (Mariposa)
WEDNESDAY
9am Dual Recovery Anonymous (Mariposa)
11am Living Grace (Mariposa)
1pm Boundaries (Mariposa)
2pm Wellness Planning (Escondido)

Clubhouse Empowered by:

THURSDAY
9am Positive Vibes (Mariposa)
11am Smoking Cessation (Mariposa)
12pm Social Skills (Escondido)
1pm Anger Management (Mariposa)
2:30pm Wisdom Hour (Mariposa)

Deanna’s Bakery
Smart & Final

FRIDAY
11am Power of Positivity (Escondido)
2pm Impact the Outcome (Escondido)
2:30pm What’s Your View (Mariposa)

To look for ways to help or support the clubhouse please contact
escondidoclubhouse@mhsinc.org

Escondido Clubhouse Clubhouse Connect

*Full calendar available at
https://www.mhsinc.org/listing/
bpsr-escondido-clubhouse-2/
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